Al Qima Technologies LLC is a diverse professional undertaking encompassing the
modern technologies and optimizing customer requirements into a viable solution.
We aim at enabling our customer with cost effective. High performing and updated ICT
solutions. “We deliver as promised” is our business mantra. We commit the highest level
of customer experience and a healthy work culture.
With presence in other countries.we bring in more than 15 years od ICT experience and
youth. Our technical team expertise in integrating the technologies with our customer
needs. Our management team comprises of the top professionals from multiple
discepline,specialising in modern practices and business education.

To become,
The most preferred & trusted ICT solution provider

We aim to implement the most desired solutions
For all our customer needs.
Integrating modern technologies with life
experiences and delivering augmented support
to customers are the key essence.We strive to
provide the optimal and gratifying environment to
the human capital.Investing the knowledge base for
contemporary solutions is our main endeavour for a
greater customer satisfaction, while keeping in mind
the business Interest of the stakeholders.
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Our company offers the clients the widest range of services on
dynamic website design; Website Development, website
maintenance and web re-design services. We offer custom
e-commerce solutions to meet your online needs.
We provide fully Customized Mobile App solutions for your
business and powerful features you get with your mobile App.

On-Demand App solutions
Reengineering websites
Domain Creation & Web Hosting
Mobile Application
Office 365 & Share point
Restaurants management system
Cloud based Time Attendance system
Cloud biometric attendance control and management system for Windows, Android and iOS makes your employee
attendance management and control easy from anywhere at any time

Our qualified and certified technicians can design, install and
service door security systems in your home or access control
systems in your business. An access control system enables an
authority to control access to areas and resources in a given
facility, as well as restricting entrance to a building or a room only
to authorized people. Door security includes interior and exterior
doors, gates and elevators
Access control systems integrate with other intrusion or CCTV
systems. Through access control,
Conditions from a single interface, and create a map with active
icons. Let Al Qima technologies show you how to get the most
from an access control system.
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We are offering a wide variety of Security Surveillance equipment's with
installation & support. Having a security Camera system may decreases
the chances of a burglary and act as loss prevention during operation
hours, we can keep eyes on your Offices, Factories, Go-downs from
anywhere on your own PC or Laptop via Internet Connection. We have
super performing Security cameras & other surveillance related
equipment which enhance your security monitoring.
Al Qima technologies LLC is a recognized leader providing industry-leading
analog, network and hybrid video surveillance products. We have built our
reputation on our ability to deliver high quality products at highly
competitive prices, backed by solid technical and sales support.
Commercial, residential, retail and government organizations have used
our solutions to protect and monitor their assets, employees and
customers.

Thermal Camera
Digital IP Camera Systems
Analogue CCTV Systems
PTZ Cameras
Digital Video Recorders
Network Video Recorders
Structured Cabling and Balun Systems
Number Plate Recognition
Wireless Camera Systems
Integration with Access Control Systems
Integration with BMS system
ANPR System

Barrier gates are generally used in parking lots and garages. They are
also used in many commercial applications such as airports and public
facilities. These units can be operated automatically by card reader,
keypad, telephone entry system, or manually controlled within kiosk.
The gates we provide can be timed to unlock and lock to give you a
greater relaxation. Smooth functioning and safety are the core
strength of our premium quality gates. The gates are made of highquality solid steel and other architectural materials. The gates ensure
longer durability and safety with its robust material and galvanized
finishes. We supply automatic sliding gates in Dubai as per customized
needs of clients in different sizes, designs, and colors.
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We offers highly anonymous, secure private proxy services which use SSL and
other enhancements to ensure experience is the fastest available and is also
extremely secure.
We offer full support which includes FAQ, proxy configuration guides, robust
knowledge-base and live support staff. We make sure that you are happy with
our proxy services.
Our endpoint protection suites emphasize integration, automation, and
orchestration as the foundation of the threat defense lifecycle. It harnesses
the power of machine learning to detect zero-day threats in near real-time
and streamlines the ability to quickly expose and remediate advanced attacks.

A firewall is a network security system, either hardware- or software-based that
acts as a barrier between a trusted network and other untrusted networks such
as the Internet or less-trusted networks, such as a retail merchant’s network
outside of a cardholder data environment. A firewall controls access to the
resources of a network through allowing traffic only according to the firewall
settings defined by the administrator.
We offer the latest next-gen firewall protection to protect your business’s
network from unauthorized intrusions. Unified threat management (UTM) is an
approach to security management- an evolution of the traditional firewall – that
allows an administrator to monitor a wide variety of security related
applications& infrastructure components through a single console. The main
advantage of a UTM product is its ability to centralize security and minimize

We offer networked storage solutions that help your business save on costs and
improve its interconnectivity, based on your company’s specific needs.
In a technical sense, a server is an instance of a computer program that accepts
and responds to requests made by another program, known as a client. Less
formally, any device that runs server software could be considered a server as
well. Servers are used to manage network resources. For example, a user may
setup a server to control access to a network, send/receive e-mail, manage
print jobs, or host a website.

We provide a range of Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) products, which
allow systems to keep running for short time periods when the primary power
source is lost and also provide protection from power surges.
Wi-Fi networks are important to enterprises' digital transformation. Wi-Fi
networks enable signals to move with users. In this vein, enterprise employees
can work collaboratively anytime and anywhere through their PCs, tablets, and
mobile phones. Currently, more than 70% enterprises have already deployed
wireless office networks, significantly improving work efficiency.
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Structured cabling is the design and installation of a cabling system that will
support multiple hardware uses and be suitable for today's needs and those of
the future.
We offer installation, design, and maintenance of all aspects of OSP / ISP
copper and fiber optic cabling infrastructures, which enable your business with
optimal bandwidth. We have the expertise and skilled staff to help our
customers with all aspects of OSP / ISP copper and fiber optic cabling
infrastructure. Our engineers and fiber optic specialists design, install, splice,
and test all types of fiber and copper cabling. Our team is empowered with
state of the art tools and equipment including fiber optic fusion splicing
equipment, OTDRs, power meters and fluke cable analysis

IP telephony allows for a dramatic advance in communications systems. It
allows for the convergence of various systems into one. By taking advantage
of IP telephony, the user can combine voice, data, video, and multimedia
technologies into one unified system that is digitally based.
Encrypted fixed telephony for professionals allows to reduce expenses for
mobile and office connection significantly with the help of unified office and
mobile phones of their branches and units

A call center is the main hub for handling customer and other telephone
calls, usually empowered with some amount of computer automation. A
call center typically has the ability to handle a considerable volume of calls
at the same time, to screen calls and forward them to the specific agent,
and to log calls. They are standard for a number of companies, especially
those that rely on high customer interaction such as logistics or ecommerce businesses.
We provide mid-market contact and call center solutions which integrate
seamlessly with your existing systems. We provide simplified Call Center
solutions which do not require a great deal of system integration, featuring
CC Supervision, CC Distribution, CC Outbound, CCIVR, CTI & integration with
CRM tools.
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Interactive solutions allow you to engage with your audience in extraordinary
ways. Information can be displayed, captured, manipulated, and shared quickly
and easily. Whether it’s for your meeting room, lobby, classroom, command
center, courtroom, or training facility, interactive solutions offer a level of
engagement and excitement unlike any other.
We offer digital signage and screens which let you deliver an instant message to
your customers. These solutions enable you to easily update the content and
save on printing costs. Digital screens are useful tools for communicating
information and promotions especially at points of sale.

Our PA solutions are best suited for large organizations such as schools,
hospitals, shopping centers, airports and facilities that need to make
announcements or declare states of emergency. Public Address systems are
highly effective and low cost methods of communicating information to a large
area or group of individuals quickly. We design, implement, test, and handle the
maintenance of systems, from simple microphone and speaker arrangements to
full evacuation systems based on a thorough assessment of the client’s needs.

We offer a selection of high quality video conferencing systems that
redefine your audiovisual communication experience. Our solutions enable
you to connect teams in different locations and on multiple devices
seamlessly. Our High Definition Video Conference System Technology is
flexible and allows you to connect with fixed installations at any location
with full visual clarity and uninterrupted voice responses. These video
conferencing systems can be combined with cloud video conferencing
systems that give optimal performance with the power of the cloud.

Al Qima technology aims at providing engineering support for the A/V
equipped conference rooms and classrooms. Today’s demands for idea
sharing and collaboration are changing more rapidly than ever. From the
modern-day conference room to today’s evolving classroom, there’s a greater
need for the right technology solutions. We provide integrated solutions to
help meet these challenges and to solve modern-day collaboration needs.
From video distribution and collaboration to room book, control, and
infrastructure needs, we provide the solution expertise coupled with the
product portfolio to build a solution that fits your needs.
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Home lighting is central to health, wellbeing and ambience.
Our smart living solutions do far more than switching on lights
at set times or changing the colour combinations! Our
technology offers limitless lighting combinations to match
your lifestyle and preferences. There are even lights to warn
you of risk factors such as fire or water in your property.

We are in partnership with the most trusted brands in SMATV
products, and hence, we offer the best solutions in satellite TV
and distribution network needs for any organization. We have
a highly trained team that will offer the installation and
network support services all through the installation process
and after.

We Al Qima technologies offer support and service contract to keep your business’ IT systems and network at peak
performance. We understand your need and try our best to provide you with the best solution. Our Annual
Maintenance Contract covers;
Desktop/Laptops
Servers(HP/IBM/DELL)
Photocopier
Server Management
Server Rack
Firewalls
Manage Switches

PABX Telephonic/ Intercom
CCTV
Time Attendance and Door Access Control
Parking Solution, Gate Barrier
Office Automation, POS Machine
Audio-Video Solution
Digital Interactive Screen
SMATV
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